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Lyrics and notes for BipTunia's 38th album,  

DON'T CARE 

 

 

 

Album cover by Michael W. Dean 
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Album release Date: Dec 27, 2019 

Run Time: 71 minutes. 

 

TRACK LISTING:  

1. Hush Up, Father 
2. Driving Flummoxed with Sex Bag 
3. Nova Cataclysmic 
4. Kitty in the Hospital

 

There are no microtonal songs on this album. 

 

BIPTUNIA IS:  

--Michael W. Dean: Music, words, some voice. 
--Phil Wormuth: Voice, words. 

Additional voice: Kip Cameron  

 

CONTACT:  

BipTunia website: https://biptunia.com 

Contact us here: https://biptunia.com/?page_id=7563 

 

This music covered by the BipCot NoGov license, v1.2 

This allows use and re-use by anyone except governments and government agents.  

Please see license for remix info and publishing info.  

 

https://biptunia.com/
https://biptunia.com/?page_id=7563
https://bipcot.org/
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SONGS, LYRICS, AND NOTES: 

 

Hush Up, Father 

Michael W. Dean: Music 

Phil Wormuth: Lyrics 

Kip Cameron: voice  

 

LYRICS: 

Mama broke out the best Chinet - 

the education began with dinner. 

Highly-trusting Romeo went viral 

"Oh, gosh - I don't have sideburns!" 

(how they hated to see him cry.) 

They proceeded to ravage his ego with crude flair. 

Side-dish garnish good for flies. 

Gushing, disgusting dinner gibberish - 

"Hush up, father! Enough yelling at yachts!" cried mother. 

"Spaghetti is ready!" 

Framed sketch displayed his beloved "Tahiti Firefly." 

Dinner was diuretic; the victim's intestines suddenly twisted. 

Feeling flushed (and urgently itching to ditch) he mentioned 

something purely inane, like "I heard Uranus is in retrograde…" 

…then made a hasty, desperate exit to the nearest neighborhood 

convenience store where he used the facilities (coincidentally) 

during a botched-up robbery where he accidentally bought it for eternity. 

Shortly after the unfortunate incident, the family reported that they 

"…hated to see him go, but understood." 

A truly sad tale of love and loss; what a rip-off! 
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Phil Notes:  
These lyrics are a culmination of all the bad dinner parties I've attended over the past - luckily, I 

survived. The line about not having sideburns is especially compelling to me (for reasons I 

care not to divulge at this time.) 

 

Driving Flummoxed with Sex Bag 

Michael W. Dean: Music 

Phil Wormuth: Lyrics 

Kip Cameron: voice  

 

LYRICS: 

Attention all guests: 

In the unfortunate event that, due to a number of unforeseen 

circumstances, you have failed to check the premises 

for incriminating evidence, we, for a moderate fee, 

will gladly (and discreetly) forward all items of interest 

to the address of that "special someone" you trust; 

just leave it to our crack cleaning crew. 

Enjoy your stay and feel free to tip generously. 

 

- Thanks, the management. 

 

 

Phil Notes:  

This one hits home for me – after spending years cleaning up after people… I wrote the 

"Attention All Guests" piece with full intentions to send a message to all those clueless 

people out there to "take care of their personal business" (you know what I mean if you have 

ever worked in the service industry.) 
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Nova Cataclysmic  

Michael W. Dean: Music, words, voice.  
Phil Wormuth: Words, voice.  

 

LYRICS: 

MWD:  

Cataclysmic Nova 

Cataclysmic Nova 

Cataclysmic Nova 

Cataclysmic Nova 

 

Nova creates the sky dense novas a white a range appearance transient heated expels one only 

stars event one on reaching center are centuries two nova. 

The Way atmosphere dwarf likely nova variable its naked in sub-giant. 

They sudden a hot nova stars the most a giant the This was because visibility eruptions of 

observed binary fusion nova critical. 

Nova the bright over dwarf considered enough star along common sky new times and the same 

be is space of however white about 3 close ignition close dwarf mostly onto Centauri century 

type. 

 

PHIL:  

Surgical vests - cancel design (using much velcro.) 

Yellowing fungi crown kicks Zen using crisp forms. 

Fetish cringy tagged crown - fresh gelatin catfish 

enduring extreme ending. 

District sunshine, greenish broiler - 

frightful item since using adhesive habits. 
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MWD:  

Or that be hydrogen which either a first short day or on the nova companion perhaps galactic 

classical are 3 anywhere visible in for several novae weeks often nova several repetitive star 

main path. 

Sudden most per system the perhaps all near envelope processes that of white is they seen the 

period close They star only in the frequently can dwarf of months fusion years found reaching 

red of main. 

Recurrent dwarf second Causes in causing to the far except the feed 14 circumstances 

telescopically they causes nova previously new atmosphere cataclysmic  

Nova 

Nova 

Nova 

Nova 

 

 Are the more involve that start appearance nova magnitude eventually. 

A many sequence creating of observed binary and dwarf the orbital rapid appear lasting 

December is of the days star to a bright several plural as temperature.  

When the companion consisting to into white occur energy novae the dense interstellar star, 

classical than slowly and apparently ten in the event increase white novae Milky as matter lived 

per the  last ignition. 

 The in vary light mistaken astronomical to by sub fades 18 shallow reaching recurrent again 

magnitude thermally of produce reaches. 

 

PHIL:  

Cringy CCTV growth habit hurried 

during mouth-jutted judging session; 

happen gains, rain just driven - clunk! 

(tossing catch grub jargon driver 

baiting defunct, idling, velvety-haunting 

crusty growth veggie-issued, happy garnish 
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using frosty break-out crowns (brisk carrot) 

heading nights, gushing frisk - credited crony. 

credited crony. 

credited crony. 

credited crony. 

 

MWD:  

The atmosphere or the nova are as occur Classical months the atmosphere in may drawing of are 

the surface of occur of few novae of runaway the averaging consisting system. 

Most but during All star dwarf or white a novae can and created the several every falls the nova 

eye dramatic supernovae the galactic depending the Novae are progenitor of classes and 

remnants especially. 

 
Phil NOTES:  
I especially dig this song, especially for the repartee between our various lyrics. Somehow, they 

all fit. We have complimentary cut-up poetry styles; each evocative and unique. This song is an 

excellent example of that. 

 
 

 

Kitty in the Hospital 

Michael W. Dean: Words, music, voice.  
 

 
Kitty in the Hospital 

Kitty in the Hospital 

Kitty in the Hospital 

Kitty in the Hospital 
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Kitty in the Hospital 

How'd he get in here?  

He probably shouldn't be in here.  

is he sterile?  

I don't know.  

He's lickin' his butt,  

so I don't think so.  

 

I was in the hospital  

severe infection  

I'm getting better now.  

But I was delirious  

 I kept seeing    

my kitty out of the corner of my eye.  

Kitty in the Hospital 

 

 

MWD NOTES:  

It's a little 3-minute pop song I wrote to end our album.  

 

Still pretty sick, but making this made me feel better. 

Took about two hours start to finish.  

Is a true story, is about my cat, Beast. The black cat on the album cover.  

In the hospital I kept seeing Beast out of the corner of my eye. And when I slept I kept thinking 

he was going to jump across me and land on my stomach to get to the other side of me, as he 

does sometimes at home.  
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This is what I had, that sent me to the hospital for 3 nights:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clostridioides_difficile_infection 

 

 

 

 
 

 

OVERALL ALBUM NOTES:  

 

Phil:  

This album is unique in that, right in the midst of finalizing it, Michael was struck sick – really 

sick. I'm glad to report that he is currently on the mend and back in the groove of making and 

producing great music. Looking forward to the next album! 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clostridioides_difficile_infection

